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ADRIAN BURNHAM
on the powerful
impact of text in
visual art

“

It’s their shape, composing with
letters, words, the process of
painting them…”
I’d asked artist Oddly Head the
obvious question: what was it
about letter forms that so fascinated him?
The evolution of letters also intrigues,
that transformation whereby a linear
representational oxen’s head morphed –
via the Hebrew ‘aleph’ – into the
symbolic, modern day, Latinate letter ‘A’.
So which artists who use words, text in
their work did he rate?
“Ed Ruscha, Barbara Kruger, Sister
Corita Kent…” I knew the first two and,
over a cuppa, was subsequently
introduced to the radical graphic art of
the renegade nun Sister Kent. But more
of her later.
There are a number of identifiable
points in art history where we might say,
look here, text has encroached on visual
art to a significant degree. Where text
changes the way we ‘read’ images. Points
where text becomes at least as important
as any accompanying visual
representation. Either because it
introduces new or problematises existing
meaning(s) we make of the pictorial. And
there are now many examples of visual
art that present solely as text. How did
that happen?
Of course, there’s a certain text that’s
long been a staple addition to paintings:
that’s the artists’ signature usually found
bottom right hand side of the work. The
emergence of the artist as producer in
mercantile and then a capitalist economy
necessitated signalling that a work was
the product of one artist and not another.
A signature along with a style of
painting melded together to help create
an identifiable ‘brand’ (and, of course, an
indication of ‘value’). That it usually
appears bottom right probably derives
from our Western tradition of reading
left to right. You look at the picture first
and eventually your eye comes to rest on
the producer of the image. Job done.
Needless to say there’s also folk whose
appreciation of art involves checking out
the name of the artist before anything
else.
Going back a bit: no, not quite to
illuminated manuscripts but to the 1630s.
There appeared in the same decade two
paintings wherein text plays a leading
role. Poussin’s Et in Arcadia Ego and
Rembrandt’s Belshazzar’s Feast share a
certain theatrical moralising.
The first reminds shepherds (and, of
course, viewers of the painting) that
death too dwells in Arcadia: that poetic
land of pastoral perfection. In the latter
work, while the Babylonian king couldn’t
himself read the divine graffiti, from his
facial expression and the reactions of his
fellow feasters we get the idea that the
writing on the wall wasn’t great news.
Both Poussin’s painted epitaph and
Rembrandt’s illuminated prophecy are
depictions of scenes where the
introduction of text is key to both the
subject and reading of these paintings.
But they are still both representations of
text.
When did text itself become not just a
focal point but for some artists the most
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prominent component of works of visual
art? Maybe words beetled their way into
assuming a big-time role in visual art via
advertising. When you have the
recognition that poster imagery created
by, say, Toulouse-Lautrec in belle époque
Paris was becoming collectable, being
recognised as bona fide art, then text and
image remain distinct but inextricably
entwined features of visual art works.
Then, from 1912 onwards, a second
phase of cubism known as Synthetic
cubism saw Picasso, Braque and Gris
move on from analytically breaking down
form into multi-perspectival images and
start to introduce real objects into their
work. Amongst other things, this radical
manoeuvre obviously had the effect of
rupturing the divide between
representation and presentation.
A fragment of newspaper, one word
from a headline now comes to stand for
the whole publication. This move away
from verisimilitude to combining drawn
or painted elements together with real
objects yes confounds the tradition of
looking into an artwork as if through a
window but it also firmly admits objects
and text into visual artists’ tool kit.
Also the decade of the First World War
saw Duchamp and various Dadaists
introduce the idea that anything can be
an artwork: whether that’s an item of
repurposed plumbing; eggs tossed at
parish priests or the public performance
of nonsensical noise-making. After that
it doesn’t seem so radical a shift for
letters, words, text to become an accepted
medium of visual artists’ practice.
After collage and assemblage began
regularly co-opting letters and words into
the making of visual art – examples
would include the work of Kurt
Schwitters and Joseph Cornell – another
key moment where visual art began
including, and eventually, consisting
solely of text can be marked at the
emergence of Pop Art.
With this turn, artists in England and
America began both referencing aspects
of and using items of popular and
consumer culture in their practice.
Comic books, instruction manuals,
advertisements… All became fair game to
be appropriated into visual art works.
Then, in 1965, distinct forms of visual
language and their interchangeability –
albeit resulting in different perceptual
and psychological effects – was succinctly
realised in Joseph Kosuth’s One and
Three Chairs.
This conceptual artwork consists of: (i)
a photograph of a chair, (ii) an enlarged
dictionary definition text of a chair and
(iii) a real chair. It asks the viewer to
consider, to foreground “the linguistic
nature of all art propositions, be they
past or present, and regardless of the
elements used in their construction”.
(MoMA Highlights. 1999)
Are you taking in the message or are
you attending to the style, mode in which
the message is being conveyed? Both, of
course, but it seems to me there arose
amongst many visual artists a certain
dissatisfaction or at least wariness of the
endless interpretations that could be
visited on purely pictorial
representation.
On a topical note I could cite the work
of Jean-Michel Basquiat, currently
receiving the blockbuster treatment at
the Barbican. There is no question that
Basquiat possessed the draughtsmanship
and painterly skills aplenty to have
foregone adding words to his
neo-expressive, innovative image-
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making. But, as I said, maybe there’s just
too much wiggle room when it comes to
making sense(s) of a picture that he felt
the need to introduce quotes, phrases,
words as well as pictograms into his
painting.
Basquiat’s artistic origins, we know,
belonged to the street where graffiti, tags
and throw-ups are the lingua franca: text
as art (or vandalism depending on your
PoV). But while his use of wordage
doesn’t in any definitive way nail down
meaning it does encourage a viewer to
read works in certain registers.
If it’s impossible to separate image
from language in Basquiat’s painting,
what about artists who produce works
that consist entirely of words? Turning
to contemporary art, Fiona Banner’s
practice has always fascinated me. She
became known in the 1990s for
transcribing the action and dialogue of
entire movies into wordscapes. This
slowing down, interrupting the visual
seduction of films via the act of
minutely-detailed transcription/
description allowed Banner, and
subsequently caused viewers of the work,
to question accepted narratives and
gung-ho mythmaking.
Okay, Banner has a thing for objects
too. In 2010 she squeezed a couple of
fighter jets into Tate Britain’s
neo-classical Duveen Galleries. But she’s
also turned fighter planes or parts
thereof into an alphabet. Her The
Bastard Word (2006-7) consists of 26
beautifully rendered graphite drawings
that, in effect, transform objects
inextricably linked to speed, power and
military might back into basic building
blocks of communication.
Banner has also produced text-based
art that functions to wrest back control
of a voyeuristic gaze toward women’s
bodies. Double Door Nude (2006), for
example, takes as its subject an act some
would say epitomises patriarchal
oppression: it’s a detailed portrayal of a
striptease performance. But again the
‘portrait’ is a forensic description of a
particular person engaged in a particular
act.
It is not that the artist’s word pictures
in any way dodges a brute visceral
sensuality ‘…Uneven nipples, scraped
knuckles, reddened marks from bra
straps, veins showing through the thin
skin…’ But by using closely-packed,
handwritten text instead of imagery
(plus the fact that you encounter the work
in a gallery, in public) Double Door Nude
forces the viewer to be more mindful, to
take greater responsibility for what it is
they are consuming.
Bob & Roberta Smith’s material art
production has been exclusively textbased for decades. He does performance,
he does protest (famously standing
against Michael Gove in the 2015
election), he’s just turned a whole town
into an art school… In short Bob (aka
Patrick Brill) is an art attack dog,
tirelessly championing the importance of
art and art education for all, worrying at
the trouser leg of philistinism: text-based
art as vociferous teeth.
That said the artist’s use of text varies
enormously. His painting Letter to
Michael Gove MP (2011) is a tightly
packed wall of black capitalised words.
You have to stare into it, immerse
yourself to extract points from the wideranging and painstakingly argued
thicket-like manifesto.
Where Brill wants to evoke sober
consideration, he adopts the close-
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packed, emphatic and business-like
uppercase black capital. Compare that to
his brilliant placard paintings – brilliant
in terms of both colour and message –
that were displayed in Art Is Your Human
Right exhibition at the William Morris
Gallery a couple of years ago. Green, red,
violet-blue and somewhat lubberly
lettering sings out that IMMIGRATION
IS A GOOD THING FOR BRITISH
CULTURE. Text here is visual
megaphone, the words bounce away off
the butter-coloured ground and present
as joyful but frank, unqualified truths.
It is uncanny how a variation in style
and colours of text-based art influences
their reception, how viewers feel about
the message being conveyed. The same
painted phrase in alternative iterations
operate to quite different effect. THERE
IS STILL ART THERE IS STILL HOPE
appeared as squished black zig-zagging
text, fat, squat, coiled like a spring at the
Royal Academy 2017 Summer Show (red
dots ranged across the base of the framed
print).
The same phrase also appears
elsewhere in red, black and maroon
painted across two white doors. Here the
text seems to want to escape the objects it
is painted on, needing to leap beyond the
confines of the material ground:
analogous to an enlightened argument
fighting to be heard amid neo-liberal
confines.
So, back to tea with the artist Oddly
Head (aka Tim Fishlock) who, as I said,
has always been fascinated with the
power of the word. Prior to assuming the
role of fine artist, this English grad’s
background was as a designer-maker –
working for Thomas Heatherwick
amongst other art/design luminaries. He
went on to design typefaces as well as
curating and publishing exquisite series
of prints under the 50 by 70 moniker. His
American Sampler (2010) reissued the
printmaking of Sister Corita Kent and
reminds us how during the 1960s this
renegade arty nun absorbed and recycled
LA advertising slogans and bold colours
to produce vivid, text-heavy prints that
both engaged with and critiqued right
wing politics and consumer culture.
Her work served to strip away the
commercial imperative of her source
material (billboard ads, food packaging,
etc.) and turn them into odes to joy and
positivity.
Oddly Head’s works tend towards a
darker, more disturbing reflection of
where we’re at in the world. The artist
has just had a solo show called Repeat
After Me at Hang Up gallery in Dalston.
Here the bulk of what was on display, yes
sometimes employed imagery but
repeated visual motifs were qualified
with bold text. With the ME screenprints
and painting, text pushes out the
pictorial altogether. By producing the
singular ‘ME’ using bold colours but with
both letters heavily shadowed in black,
the artist introduces a somewhat
dismaying tone to the work. When ‘ME’ is
repeated in grids of 25, 49… the effect is
both hypnotic and disturbing. That
scintillating ‘dark sparkle’ occurs as the
eye scans over the gridded compositions,
serving to suggest a restless and
relentless dissatisfaction: the perfect
metaphor for our self-obsessed culture.

■■Adrian Burnham writes on art and urban
culture. He is founder and curator of www.
flyingleaps.co.uk, a street poster and web
platform for artists. Email him at info@
flyingleaps.co.uk
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By Viv Groskop

Our culture correspondent
charts the many chapters
in the career of a man
described as the ‘most
exciting new theatre writer
of our time’
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lorian Zeller is one of those people
who, once you find out about them,
you feel as if you should already
have known who they were a very
long time ago.
Basically he’s a cultural phenomenon:
a French playwright beloved at home who
is also winning awards across the world.
Dubbed “the most exciting new theatre
writer of our time”, his play The Lie (Le
Mensonge) had its English language world
premiere at the Menier Chocolate Factory
in London this month. It tells the story of
Alice (played by Samantha Bond), who
see her friend’s husband with another
woman. Alice thinks she should tell her
friend. But her husband Paul thinks it
would be better to lie. Who is right?
The play has been translated by
Christopher Hampton and is directed by
Lindsay Posner. It is the second time this
team has worked together: last year The
Truth, another Zeller play, opened at the
Menier and was nominated for an Olivier
Award for Best Comedy after a West End
transfer. The Truth was Zeller’s third hit
on the West End: The Father and The
Mother – he does like a simple title – also
had rave reviews. The notices for The
Truth were, frankly, extraordinary, with
his work compared to Harold Pinter’s
Betrayal and Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
“Funny, thought-provoking and plays
seamlessly as a dream,” wrote Kate
Kellaway in the Observer.
The Lie, starring Tony Gardner,
Alexandra Gilbreath and Alexander
Hanson alongside Bond, is not so much a
sequel to The Truth as ‘an opposite’, says
Zeller: “There are the same characters,
it’s even the same story, but told from a
different point of view. You get the
answer to one of those plays through
seeing the other and vice versa.”
Born in Paris in 1979, the second of
three children, Zeller was raised by his
grandmother and his mother, a theatrical
woman who apparently “liked to read
Tarot cards”. His father was an engineer
who worked in Germany. It was a
childhood full of stories and drama but
not necessarily books, culture or theatre,
he has said.
The turning point that propelled him
towards literature happened in his teens.
At the age of 15, he had an asthma attack
and went into a coma.
“That was a definitive moment,” he has
said, “Afterward I didn’t see the world
through the same glasses, in the same
way. I think it’s at that moment that
worry and writing entered my life.”

He was an undergraduate at the
legendary Sciences Po in Paris but left
before graduating so that he could focus
on his writing. That seems to have paid
off pretty well. Zeller has achieved more
cultural accolades than many writers
achieve in a lifetime and all before his
40th birthday.
He first achieved success as a novelist,
writing his first book Artificial Snow at
the age of 22. His third novel, The
Fascination of Evil (which won the 2004
Prix Interallie), a worryingly prescient
story of Islamist terror, was the work
that made his name in France.
This was all plenty already. But then he
turned to theatre and swiftly became a
global name. His most significant work is
widely regarded as The Father (Le Pere)
which was adapted into the 2015 film
Floride. It won a Moliere Award for best
play and has been dubbed “the most
acclaimed new play of the last decade”.
When The Father, which is about an
elderly man losing his mind, opened in
London, Zeller’s theatre work was
described as “a second career for him but
almost a second birth as a writer”. Zeller
told the Evening Standard: “I was really
concerned by writing novels and I
discovered theatre almost by accident.”
He was commissioned to write a libretto
for opera and turned it into a play. “So I
discovered the joy and the mystery of
theatre. And that’s how I began.”
Zeller is known as a fixture on the
literary scene in Paris. Czech writer
Milan Kundera is a mate and he is
married to the actress Marine Delterme,
a darling of the French gossip columns.
(She is Carla Bruni’s best friend and was
a witness at Bruni’s wedding to Nicolas
Sarkozy.)
In London he clearly has a warm
relationship with Hampton, his
translator (and also the translator of Les
Liaisons Dangereuses). Hampton has also
translated the French playwright,
Yasmina Reza (Art, God of Carnage), to
whom Zeller is often compared. The two
have had similar success outside of

France. Zeller says of Christopher
Hampton: “He’s a writer I greatly admire,
and I had complete faith in him for
translating me. The last production of
Les Liaisons Dangereuses in London blew
me away. I know that he understands
everything, he really feels everything,”
he told The Stage. Not many writers have
had a hat-trick of plays in London: Zeller
is in good company with Agatha Christie,
JB Priestley, Alan Ayckbourn and
Tennessee Williams.
His work also clearly translates even
for an American audience. Last year The
Father opened on Broadway, following its
rave reviews in London and Paris, and
Zeller was soon being feted by Variety
magazine and the New York Times as “the
next playwright to know.”
One interview describes him as “being
a little more highly evolved than the rest
of us” which doesn’t seem entirely
implausible. He’s not quite perfect,
though, thank goodness.
An attempt to direct one of his plays
was unsuccessful (in his own view). “It
was hard and I didn’t succeed,” he says,
“But it was important for me because
after that I went to very good directors
without difficulty. It was easier for me to
not try to be everywhere.”
One of Zeller’s themes is deception and
the use of lies. He is interested in the
effects of repetition and comparison:
both in The Mother and The Father he
uses a technique where a scene is
repeated with certain variations. His
influences include Harold Pinter and
Eugene Ionesco.
Whilst novels and theatre are clearly
his first loves, he watches a bit of telly
too: he declared himself a huge fan of
Benedict Cumberbatch’s performance in
Sherlock.
In a cultural universe where people can
be moany about the theatre (both in
London and Paris) – about the prices and
the uncomfortable seats – Zeller is a
wonderful ambassador for the genre.
“What you can see in one night will never
happen again. It’s something that will
disappear. At the end, when everybody
applauds, it’s both to say thank you and
goodbye to something that appeared and
disappeared. For a very short moment
those people shared something that from
the very beginning was going to
disappear.”
There’s an inspiring international
quality to Zeller’s work, reflected in his
popularity outside France. But he also
has a beautifully French way of
expressing himself: “I think even when
you don’t want to write a comedy, theatre
is comedy by definition. In French the
word is ludique (playful). We say actors
are playing, so it’s like they are children.
When you write for theatre, it has to be
very connected with this part of the
soul.” Long may he access his inner child.

■■The Lie is at the Chocolate Menier Fac-

tory now until November 18: www.menierchocolatefactory.com

